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CONNECTION

OF THE

FUTURE LIFE WITH THE PRESENT.

For we that are in this tabernacle do groan, being bur-

dened, not for that we would be unclothed, but clothed upon,

that mortality might be swallowed up in life. Now he that hath

wrought us for the selfsame thing, is God who also hath given unto

us the earnest of the Spirit. 2 Cor.V. 4, 5.

The doctrine of immortality is deprived of more than half its

power, as a means of consolation at the open grave, by the uncer-

tainty there is as to the kind of existence with which we are to

come out on the other side. The interval between the present and

the future life is spoken of, too often, as something which is beyond

the reach of our human thought. Death is described, not only as

a change of worlds, but a change somehow in the very nature and

mode of our personal existence. The question has been strangely

asked whether the friends of this world will be able to recognize

each other in the world to come. Our metaphysicians are so afraid

of carrying naturalism into the abodes of spirit as oftentimes to

shut out our human nature itself. The idea which has prevailed

with such strange power in the East, that the end of all life is the

absorption of the personal in the universal, has not been without its

tinge of influence on the mind of the West. And there are some,

even good and sober Christians, who have taught that the soul

in passing through the grave will be stripped, not only of its flesh and

blood, but of all its mental and social attributes, all its garnered

treasures of love and knowledge, and ushered into eternity, at most,

as only a naked and shadowy spark of being.

Is it strange that with such doubts hanging around us we should

look with dismay at the parting of death, even under the promise of a

new life on the other side of the tomb ? How vain that our souls are to

live forever, if all that makes up their feeling, their consciousness,

their personality is to be swept away ! Is it possible for a Newton
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or a Humboldt to look at their rising torn the grave with any throb,

of ecstatic joy, if it is indeed true that all their treasures of wisdom
and knowledge are to be left forever in its ashes ? Aye, and what
mockery to the mother's bleeding heart is the promise of a future

existence to her child, ifshe is never to meet in the mansions on
high the smile of its own dear face, or love it better than the

myriads of other children that every day are garnered there by the

hand of death ! We want to know how much of our being it is that

is to be immortal. It 13 not merely our human life, but our human
nature that we wish to preserve. Every one has something of that

feeling to which the poet Gray so beautifully alludes.

—

"Ay, who to dumb forgetfulness a prey,

This pleasing, anxious being e'er resigned,

Left the warm precints of the cheerful day,

Nor cast one longing, lingering look behind ?"

And even with the promise of brighter robes, the wedding gar-

ments of the soul, to be put on at the waking of the resurrection,

we cannot bear that these old habits of thought and feeling and

aflection, which we and our friends have worn so fondly in our

earthly relations, should all be thrown aside at the lying down of the

grave.

It is this feeling which the apostle refers to in the words of our

text. He says that with all the pain and imperfection of this

earthly tabernacle he did not wish to be unclothed, but clothed

upon;—did not wish to have his mortality left behind him In

death, but swallowed up in life. And then he boldly takes the

ground that the very fact of our having such a feeling is a proof that

somehow it was meant to be satisfied,—tells us that God hath

wrought us for this selfsame thing of being clothed upon, and that

he hath given to us in his Spirit the earnest, or what is better, the

pledge of its being done.

His language implies that the personality of the soul is not affect-

ed by death. Our spirits in the clothing of this mortal with immor-

tality, are not obliged to pass onward and out of their present exist-,

ence, but will have the same consciousness of self in the future

world that is the foundation of their individuality in their present

state. There is no authority in Scripture either for the old Sadducee

notion that death is a break of our inward experience which can be

resumed only by a new creation, or for the old Bhuddistic doctrine

that our human spirits go back at last to the one Eternal Spirit from

whence they came, and, like drops of water falling into the ocean,

lose their individual existence in the one great essence of Deity. The
present life, rather, is conceived of as a stream whose waters are

to flow right on through the grave, breaking forth on the other side

in all the brightness and beauty of the heavenly world. It is the

same being who lies down in the flesh that is to wake up in the

spirit. Our identity, the quality which makes a person to be him-

self rather than somebody else, is to be secured against all the cor-



ruption of the grave. JTea, n la possible that the words, mart

swallowed up In life, weve meaatto Imply an Intenser being,

rich and overflowing comseioasneea than we bave ever had b<

"Wo shall be refreshed and Invigorated by Ui<' sleep of the g

And in the coming world our minda win take n[> the thread of life,

only as after a nlghl of Blumber.we take up with new vigor and en-

ergy those threads of thonghtwitb which the evening before we
had closed our eves.

We are taught, also, that the soul in iis future state is to bave an

organization of some kind,with which it la to be elothed and through

which as nowitia to feel and see and aet. The apostle had do

pathy with that faith which represents the heavenly world aa having

nooutwaul existence, and its inhabitants no outward form. I:

lieved, as much as ever the most extravagant idealist did, in the need

of an inward heaven, in the importance of right feelings, of faith

and holiness, to make us happy; but lie Is very far from making this

to be the whole. We are not to be unclothed but clothed upon. It

is said explicitly that there is a naturalbody and a spiritualbody, that

us we have borne the image of the earthly we shall also bear the im-

age of the heavenly, and that when our earthly house of this taber-

nacle is dissolved, we have a building of God, a house not made with

hands, eternal in the heavens. It is something, too, which is to be

ours immediately at the touch of death. The soul is not to remain

unembodied during all the countless ages which intervene between its

funeral and the trumpet, of the resurrection morning, and then have

only its old body of flesh and blood. We are never even for a single

instant to be unclothed. The germs of the spiritual body are in us

already; and when death comes, it is not the stepping out of the soul

from the one into the other, but only the falling away of the natural

and the leavingiof the soul still encased as it was before in the spiritu-

al, just as the insect in becoming a butterfly is not transferred from the

one form into the other, but comes out with its new body from the

chrysalis that was simply wrapped around it, and leaves the old dead

covering behind. There is no authority in the Bible for the resur-

rection of the mere natural body. On the contrary, it is asserted ex-

plicitly that it is sown a natural body and raised a spiritual body, that

there are bodies celestial and bodies terrestrial, and that the glory of

the celestial is one thing and the glory of the terrestrial another,

and that flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God. It is

not the thing really we wish to keep, any more than the paring of our

nails or the old waste matter that is washed away every morning and

night, from the hands and face. Death is only the soul throwing off in

a single instant that which it has been doing all its life once in seven

years. And so long as we are clothed upon with the spiritual body,

there is no reason why we should leave its particles the last time

with any more regret than we did the^flve or ten or dozen times that

went before.

Again, the text implies that our intellectual nature, our treasures



of learning and wisdom and skill, are to continue unbroken through

the grave. It is not flesh and blood, not the spiritual body alone with

•which our souls are clothed. The mind has garments, inner wrap-

pings of ideas which fit closer to it than any thing which is made of

matter. We build around us a tabernacle of thoughts. Observation

and experience, subtle threads from history, and broad lines of truth

coming to us from all the avenues of science, are being woven every

day into our garb of knowledge. And underlying these, fitting so

exactly to each one's nature that no two persons can ever wear the

same, is the vesture of our religious faith. It is these which more

even than the spiritual body are a part of that clothing which death has

no power to take away. It is not in vain that the dying philosopher

has wrested secrets from the deep mine of truth which are stored

away on no page of science ; not in vain that the youngman with his

mind all armed and equipped for the battle of life is stricken down

on the very threshold of its shining field ; not in vain that the Chris-

tian has read the Bible and read the earth and laid all history and

all logic under contribution to build around him a dwelling of faith.

The soul takes them all with it to be used in that other and nobler

state of being. Yea, it is these things that are not only to be retained,

but as a part of ourselves are to be clothed upon. They are the be-

ginning of a process which is to go on with greater and greater

perfection through all the vast round of eternity. It is now that we

see through a glass darkly, but then face to face ; now that we know

only in part, but then that we shall know even as we are known. Ev-

ery fact, every truth, every conviction thatwe store awayin our minds,

is to have a bearing upon us not for time merely but for eternity.

The real power of wisdom is lost with no lapse of centuries or change

of climes. And as there are seeds taken from the pyramids of Egypt

w hich, after lying hid for three thousand years, are found, on being-

planted in our modern earth and exposed again to the genial influence

of the sun and rain to spring up and bear fruit, so many of those things

in our knowledge which appear useless in this present world, are to

spring up under the light and- warmth of the heavenly skies and bear,

it may be, the richest fruit. It is only thus that we can explain the

great mystery of a broken life. It is doubtless oftentimes the segment

of a circle that was too large for earth. The scholar of time is to be the

scholar of eternity, the single threads of truth now spun with such toi

and care, the warp and woof hereafter of an angel's thought. And as

the shadow on the soil is only the catching of the sunbeams on the

cloud, so the darkening of the mind in the grave is but the resting

of the light once there on a spirit risen to the skies.

Once more, we are to commence our immortal existence with the

same affections, tastes, emotions and characters that we lay down with

at the end of our mortal being. The common idea that the true be-

/ liever is stripped at death of all the peculiarities which go to make

|
up his own goodness, and arrayed in the new and spotless robes of

another's righteousness, is contrary at once to the words of the Bi-

\



blc and to the very law* and principles of oariraman nature. If is

these things which are the property not of the fleshbut of the wal

u part of our clothing made as it wen; of the spirit itself; and a^

such there is no possibility of their being lost by the mere dropping

away of the body. We have woven them witli the most of care

and toil, have put into them our divinesthope and Joy, have worn

them on earth the longest and closest. Their highest value consisl -

in the very factof their being the work of our own souls ; and to take

them away, to suppose that all the wealth of love, of strength, of

goodness and of moral grace that we have laid up in ourselves in

these long years of suffering and toil and prayer, is to be overwhelm-

ed in death, is to rob our human life of all its meaning, our earthly

discipline of all its value.— No ! it is the true doctrine that in this

the same as in all other respects, we are not to be unclothed, bu

clothed upon ; not to cast away the garments of our own righteous

ness at the grave, but only to use them as the foundation on which

to work out the perfect righteousness of the heavenly world. The

aspirations of the soul after all that is noble and good and true, the

generous impulse and the grand desire that we have here in this earth-

ly tabernacle, are destined to flash forth with new brightness from

the shrine of the spirit. The sweet human affections which well up

so richly from these hearts of flesh, the mother's love, the child's de-

votion, and the ties, mightier than the bonds of sense, which unite

the husband and wife,—none of these will the sod of the valley im-

prison or the touch of death destroy. The habits of charity, order

and diligence, the sweet temper and self-control, the spirit of for-

giveness and the wide reaching sympathies that are so precious parts

of a noble character in this present life,—are they not rich and good

enough even for the heavenly world? The strong virtues and the shi-

ning graces of religion itself, those treasures richer than veins of

gold and brighter than jewels of the mine which are wrought a

round our mortal being, humility and reverence, mercy and love and

holiness and self denial,—what shall prevent these from passing un-

challenged through the grave ? Ay, and the weakness and imper-

fections of our nature, those qualities which are intermingled here

with all our virtues and which form so large a part of our individual,

ity,—if it is a logical consequence that they too must rise with us to

the spirit world, is It anything more than to say our characters are

not to stop growing with the thirty and fifty and eighty years of

their mortal life ?

Finally, as the same soul is to express itself in the spiritual as in

the natural body, it is reasonable to suppose that all those peculiar

tones, habits, lines and shades of expression, by which we are dis-

tinguished from each other in the present world, characteristic of

the soul and not merely the organs and shapings of the flesh, will be

ours also in the world to come. The mother that has left in the

coffin with so many a lingering kiss the dimpled cheeks and the lit-

tle folded hands of her child ; the daughter that has turned away with
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such an aching heart and bitter tears from the last look at the fath-

er's manly brow; the husband that has placed in the grave with
agony too great for speech the shrine of all that he held as dearest

on earth; the son who has looked for the last time on the face

of that mother whose smile from the hour it beamed on him in child-

hood, brighter than God's sunshine, had never before for a single mo-
ment been darkened ;—they have not laid up their treasures in heav-

en only to have them fused into one undistinguishable mass of being

;

they are all there as individual souls, distinct from one another in

form and feature as ever they were on earth, and each waiting in its

own personality to welcome them at last to the skies. Instead of

not recognizing our friends at all in heaven, we shall never know
each other truly until we have entered its blessed abode. The veil

of sense shall be taken away. The moral beauty and the grace of

soul that shine out so brightly at times even amid the grossness of

the flesh, those delicate lines and shades of character which distin-

guish the personality of our friends on earth and around which the

tendrils of our hearts are apt to cling the most closely, all these are

to be photographed with the light of heaven on a face of finer texture

and a form of nobler mould. It is the same smile of innocence and

purity that wreathed the face of her child as she laid it down in the

grave, only brighter and more beautiful, that will greet the moth^

er's eyes in the streets of the New Jerusalem ; the same expression of

the heart's deep love that here beamed from the brow of mother and

wife and sister over the bed of sickness, only more gracious and

divine, that'will beam in heaven around our seat of glory ; the same

manly tone that has borne from the lips of flesh the words of care

and love and tendernes, only more hearty and rich, that will thrill

them on the ear again with the speech of the spirit world. Heaven

is to be our home not in any new and strange sense, but with the

same old heart meaning that has made it so dear to us in our earth-

ly pilgrimage. Truer perceptions, subtler ties, diviner modes of

communion shall bring together families and friends that are sunder-

ed now in the world's great throng ; the light of love be rekindled in

eyes that far back In life's bright morn were overshadowed with the

sleep of death; and saintly hearts that side by side amid the chang

ing scenes of time have toiled and prayed and loved, united once more

in bowers which never fade. Deformity and stain and blight, all that

is cold and harsh and evil, shall pass away ; beauty and strength and

sweetness, all of humanity that is high and noble and good, be clothed

upon with celestial grace. And redeemed, glorified, transfigured,

yet made not the less to be ourselves, we shall dwell evermore

in a

"Paradise unfallen

And uncorrupt; existence one long joy

Without disease upon the frame, or sin

Upon the heart, or weariness of life

;

Hope never quenched and death unfeared."



it is these lessons of our text tliat come home to m willi special

significance as we think of the worth of personal character that has

been taken away from us the past week in one who had long been B

member of our Christian communion. Karc is it in this changing
world, where so much Is imperfect and incomplete, where the noble

and pure and good are stricken down so often midway in their use-

fulness, that wc find a life that in respect alike of years and work, of

faith and character is so rounded and complete ; rare that any per-

non can spend upwards of eighty years in the same community
where every act and word and experience of her daily social life is o-

pen to the judgment of those around her, and have at its close such a

universal expression that, all has been well. The companions of her

childhood and youth, ah, it is in another world that most of them this

day must speak :—but there are many here who have known her in the

sti'engthand maturity of womanhood, that can testify to her goodness,

her intelligence, her activity, her womanly dignity and her Christian

worth ; many of us who have known her only in old age that will long

remember her peace of mind, her perfect trust in God, the courtesy

of heart, the inward politeness of soul that were hers even to the very

last. Endowed with a full share of those misfortunes, sorrows,

trials, bereavements, which belong so inevitably to our human lot,

she bore them all with a Christian's faith, used them all for the pur-

poses of a Christian growth. The peace and repose of her declining

years were no ^exotic virtues, but the legitimate reward, the true and

natural outgrowth of her whole life. And her death, gentle and calm

as the closing of an infant's eyes, the very picture of what we should

conceive death would always be in a world where there was no dis-

ease or pain or sin, was the setting of a sun which, after arising and

passing through the whole of its course, goes down at last behind

the western hills in a cloudless sky, leaving behind in all its beauty

the twilight of a saintly memory.

How sweet and blessed the thought, how full of encouragement to

each mourner's heart that the garnered worth of all these years is not

to find its consummation in the grave ! It is only that which is

earthly and transitory which is taken away ; only that which pain

can rack and sickness weaken and time deform and the elements

destroy which is never more to be seen. The inward being,—the

taste, the knowledge, the warm affections, the religious faith and

the strength of character which she possessed here on earth,—all

these have passed with her to the spirit world undimmed, unchanged.

And under the glorious light of our text,—not unclothed but clothed

upon,—the sorrowing hearts that have bid her farewell for earth are

able to look forward with the cheering faith that in that house of

many mansions which our Savior has gone to prepare, it is in her

own personality, as wife, mother, friend, woman and Christian, that

she is again to be met and known and loved.
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